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application that we believe

Paylo gic a n d M o b iC o d e s la unch
m o b i l e t ic ket i n g in t h e N et h e r l a n d s

would have a significant

Paylogic, the
fastest growing
ticketing company
in the
Netherlands, and
Mobiqa’s
exclusive Benelux
distributor;
MobiCodes, have signed an agreement which
allows PayLogic to distribute tickets to their
customers’ mobile phones.

barcodes such as discount coupons and
vouchers for retailers. Our cooperation with
Paylogic leads us into a market which is
growing rapidly worldwide.”

unusual since typically when

“The Dutch market is just recently fully ready
for mobile tickets,” says Jan Willem van der
Meer, Commercial Director of Paylogic. ”This is
the perfect time for Paylogic to powerfully
push the service into the market. Besides
mobile ticketing, there are also several other
mobile marketing tools available to our event
partners. Mobile is an important channel
within the multichannel philosophy of
Paylogic.”

multiple instances or poor

Several customers of Paylogic, including UDC
(Dance Valley), Sneakerz, Circuit Park
Zandvoort, Disco Brains, SlamFM, WATT
Rotterdam and Amsterdam RAI, have
responded enthusiastically to this new service
and have stated that they will offer it to their
visitors.

Ticketing application is one

Paylogic was launched in 2006 and due to its
innovation in ticketing systems, have signed up
many large event organizations over the past
few years. Paylogic distinguishes itself by
facilitating ticket sales straight from the event
organizer’s website, by its well‐rounded
approach and very affordable prices.
Arnold Cornelis, Managing Director of
MobiCodes says, ”Mobile Tickets are not new,
but their international use is growing rapidly.
This also applies to other applications of mobile

impact on its performance.
In our experience this is

we deploy eoSense against
client applications, we find

construction that impact
application performance and
typically we reveal previously
unknown issues that have
potentially serious business
impacts. The Mobiqa

of the very few applications
we have reviewed where no
major issues were revealed.”
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